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Cake design ideas for birthday

BRIAN WOODCOCK If there's no cake, is it really a birthday party? Of course not. While, of course, everyone has their preferences, and we allow that some people may not just want birthday cake (maybe for them you could choose one of these chocolate pie recipes), but for the most part, a matte confectionery is a good thing to do. But that doesn't mean it has to be boring! Put
the usual cake recipe aside and leave these new, easy birthday cake ideas leading the way. From Texas cake sheets recipes to elaborately decorated and towering confectionery, there are dozens of delightful directions to take when designing the most festive decadent dessert. Even better: You don't have to be an advanced baker to pull out these best birthday cake ideas. From
a spring cake inspired by malt milk to ice cream cakes and bombs, to Froot-Loop cakes and even a last-minute cheesecake covered with fresh fruit, you'll certainly find a delicious confectionery. Another thing we like about these recipes? They're incredibly versatile. If the guest of honor is wrong on the traditional side of dessert preferences, bookmark chocolate and vanilla
confectionery before. And they prefer ice cream? We also included the lightest ice cream cake recipe, which is also totally decadent. This is your chance to give up a store-bought dessert in favor of one of the following homemade cake recipes. Why is that? We think you will discover that the birthday boy or girl will truly appreciate the thoughtful gesture of a loving birthday cake –
just for them. 1 of 35 Angel Cake Coconut 2 of 35 Speckled Malted Coconut Cake 3 of 35 Strawberry-Angel Food Layer Cake This classic combo of whipped cream, fresh berries, and airy angel food is like shortcake, just much better. Take the recipe. 4 of 35 Red Velvet Snowball Cake Red VelvetY Cakes are always impressive-looking, but coconut cream-cheese icing takes this
one over top. Take the recipe. 5 of 35 Strawberry Basket Cake This fancy cake is piled big with sweet, juicy berries! We stabilized the cream with gelatin, so you can assemble the cake early in the day and the icing will not cry. Take the recipe. SHOP CAKE DECORATION KITS 6 of 35 Raspberry Pink Velvet Cake You have undoubtedly heard of red velvet cake, so we think you'll
love pink velvet-red velvet's cousin sassier. This confectionery is fruity, fun, and the most beautiful of blush shades. Take the recipe. SHOP STAND MIXER 7 of 35 Cookies and Ice Cream Cake If your loved one is not a fan of traditional birthday cake, then we are pretty sure they will love this mix of ice cream and cookies. Let's be honest – you really can't go wrong in combination.
Take the recipe. SHOP baking sheets 8 of 35 Froot Loops Cake cereal, this is for you. Pack your birthday cake with everyone's favorite breakfast – Froot Loops! Breakfast with sugar treats adds a beautiful, crunchy texture, a syrupy, fruity flavor, and a splash of color. Take the recipe. MAGAZIN BUNDT PANS 9 of 35 No-Bake Cheesecake 10 of 35 Candy Candy Cake Whether
you're throwing a birthday party around the holidays, or just love mint, you'll be hard pressed to find someone who doesn't love this cake. This recipe is chock-full minty confectionery, with each layer of icing containing cane candy. Take the recipe. SHOP ROUND CAKE PANS 11 of 35 Vanilla Sheet Cake with chocolate-scortisone filling A classic sheet cake gets an upgrade with an
extra zesty cinnamon to icing. Take the recipe. 12 of 35 Apple Cinnamon Cake When you think of a recipe for an autumn birthday, we think it's best to look at the season for inspiration. Apples and cinnamon are two flavors that scream autumn, and this dessert uses both (note pieces of fresh fruit inside!). Take the recipe. SHOP ROUND CAKE PANS 13 of 35 Blue Bell Ice Cream
Bombs Simply layer Blue Bell ice cream-chocolate, pistachio-migdals, strawberries, and chocolate chip-in a large bowl to create this bomb of a birthday cake. Take the recipe. 14 of 35 lemon-coconut cake Just add candles to this daisy-covered cake and it will even fit at a spring anniversary party. Take the recipe. 15 of 35 Strawberry Limeade Cake This brightly colored cake will
please children and adults alike with its sweet-tart flavor combo. Take the recipe. 16 of 35 Easy Chocolate Party Cake This classic birthday cake is easy to make and clean because the recipe requires only a bowl. Take the recipe. 17 of 35 Pink Ombré Cake Leave this colorful cake unfrosted so you can see the ombre peek layers through. Take the recipe. 18 of 35 Coconut Bundt
Cake If the guest of honor loves coconut, make them this coconut bundt that has been described as from this good world. Get the recipe from 5 Boys Baker. 19 of 35 Malted Milk Birthday Cake What is more classic than yellow cake with pink icing and sprinkles? Take the recipe from La Pêche Fraîche. 20 of 35 Carrot Cake Is Your Mother's Absolute Carrot Cake Your St.? Surprise
her with this flower-topped version of her birthday this year. Get the recipe from Sweet Style CA. 21 of 35 Malted Chocolate Cake You can decorate this chocolate cake any way you want, but we think this birthday bunting looks sweet and easy TO DIY. Get the recipe from Vikalinka. 22 of 35 Chocolate Sprinkler Cake 23 of 35 Pink Champagne Cake Cake Made With Pink
Champagne? Sign us up! Get the recipe from Liv For Cake. 24 of 35 Homemade Funfetti Cake If you are anti-box cake mix, you will be happy to hear that it is completely possible to DIY funfetti cake. Get the recipe from my name is Yeh. 25 of 35 Chocolate Cake Sheet Do Cake Layer Glaze Give You Anxiety? This sheet cake is almost impossible to give up all over. Get the recipe
from Joy The Baker. 26 of 35 Red Velvet Cake 27 of 35 Hummingbird Cake This banana-pineapple flavor combo is a classic South topped treatment cream icing cheese. Get the recipe from Broma Bakery. 28 of 35 Milk cookies and cookies Cake lovers dough take note: This birthday cake is made from alternative layers of yellow cake and edible cookie dough. Get the recipe from
Style Sweet CA. CA. The 35 Blackberry Lime Cake Not only does this zesty lime matte cake with buttercream blackberries look pretty, but it also tastes delicious. Get the recipe from Cake Blog. 30 of 35 Caramel Cake Try this recipe that changes the basic glaze for a rich layer of caramel icing, unless you're the biggest fan of buttercream. Take the recipe from Cleo Buttera. I admit:
I like a decorated cake. Something beyond the frosting. Sure, a matte but undecorated cake tastes as good as an undecorated cake, but the festive and fun factor is so much better with one decorated. But the time, the skills, the mess, the confusion of what to do? It can be quite frustrating when all you want is a party-ready cake. Some time ago, we put together a quick cake and
decorated it like a champion. The cake part came out fine (I'm a pretty good baker), but the icing was a little off. would be, too heavy, sagging down the sides. But let me tell you something, no one noticed because the set stole the show. This is exactly why we put together 41 cakes that are totally adorable and will make you look like a birthday goddess, but are quite easy to fudge
if you are short on time (or short on abilities). If you're not a baker or on a time crunch, a shop-bought cake with one of these decorative hacks will taste just as delicious and earn as much praise. Here are my favorite easy birthday cake decorating ideas that look hard, but are pretty simple as anyone (including you!) can make them. Check them in the slide show. These are our
favorite simple birthday cakes that anyone can make – even if you haven't made a birthday cake before! With easy shortcuts and step-by-step instructions, anyone can make a wonderful birthday cake. When we were little, my mom always had a big problem on our birthday. She would always come out of her way to make our day special and one of the ways she did this was to
make us any kind of birthday cake that we wanted. Now that my kids are getting older, I want to continue the birthday tradition of making them a special birthday cake, but my decorating expertise is definitely a beginner level. That's where these cookies come in! These cakes are simple - you could make cake from scratch or use a cake mixture from a box. The glaze on each of
them is just buttercream or whipped icing (not complicated fondant in these recipes!). Some of these cakes (such as Crepe Cake and Ice Cream Cake) are a fun twist on a traditional cake – my kids love to mix it up and try different things. Click on the picture or the words below the image for all the details on the instructions on how to make each cake! you could also like: Basic
White Two Layers Cake Recipe 1. Chocolate Cake With Flowers M&amp;M This cake was made using a mixture of cakes, canned icing and flowers made from Chocolate M&amp;M. It doesn't get much easier than that! ————————————————— 2. Sprinkler Heart Cake A simple matte cake (a mixture of cake and canned icing work with heart-shaped sprinkles. You're
not going to believe how easy this is! ————————————————— 3. Chocolate Chip Cookie Cake This cake takes me back to my childhood days of being at the mall and seeing these delicious cookie cakes! Change your birthday to one of these cookies. ————————————————— 4. Lion Cake I love the idea of using cupcakes around a circle cake to be the
mane of a lion! What a nice idea. ————————————————— 5. Easy Pirate Cupcakes If you're throwing a pirate party any time soon, you'll need to check out these pirate cupcakes! So easy and so cute dang. ————————————————— 6. Swimming Cake If you have a swimmer in your family or are hosting a pool party, this is cake for you! Candy necklaces,
peach rings, pretzels, and sixlets bring these cake to life! ————————————————— 8. Basketball Cake This might take some time, but no glazing skills are required – just Reese's Candy Pieces (or M&amp;M's). I did this one for my basketball-themed little boy's birthday and it was a success! ————————————————— 9. Giant Donut Cake This cake is
awesome! Such a great idea for a party and you can change the color of the glaze to match the décor or theme. ————————————————— 10. Birthday Crepe Cake Maybe Cake Is None Of Your Job? This crepe cake is for you! Layers of pancakes with a fluffy glaze whipped between them – it's so delicious! Similar to crepe cake you can get at Mimi's Cafe.
————————————————— 11. The simplest heart cake Who would have thought this is just a mixture of baked cake in a square pan and a circle pan? Turn the square pan so that it is a diamond shape, cut the circle cake in half and suddenly becomes the top of your heart. It's brilliant! ————————————————— 12. Lego Cakes If you have a Lego lover in the
house, then this cake is for you! It is also a simple cake mix with large marshmallows on top to turn it into a Lego! ————————————————— 13. Candy Cake I love this idea for your child's birthday – simply cover the cake in their favorite candy! And if you want a nice cake stand, look at this one. ————————————————— 14. Easy Ice Cream Cake If it's too
hot to bake a cake, try this easy ice cream cake. The secret ingredient is ice cream sandwiches... and it's incredibly good! ————————————————— 15. Kit Kat Cake This cake couldn't be simpler – the line of edges with Kit Kat Candy Bars and top off with M&amp;M's. She said that when she cut the cake, she just cut between the sections of candy bars. A few
M&amp;Ms spilled, but it didn't really make a mess. What a funny idea! ————————————————— 16. Butterfly Cake The official title of this cake is Butterfly Cake for Dummies – which means it's easy crazy! I like the idea of using a snack cake or Ho Ho) as a butterfly body). ————————————————— 17. Marshmallow Cake Who would have thought that
colored marshmallows could be such a cute cake topper? I love the simplicity of this cake - so dear for a first birthday! ————————————————— ————————————————— Artist Cake Palette If you have a small artist in your family, this is cake for you! Such a fun and different idea – just buy canned icing and divide it into small bowls, then paint the glaze of
different colors to use as paint circles at the top of the cake. Genius! ————————————————— 19. Pinata Cake I liked having a pinata at my birthday party . . . but a pinata cake? Best cake ever! It's just a cake made from a mixture of cakes and it guides you to clear the center. ————————————————— 20. Camping Birthday Cake What kid wouldn't want
big outdoors on top of their cake? Those trees are made of ice cream cones and pretzel rods – I love it! ————————————————— 21. Mini Elmo Cupcakes My 2 year old would love these cupcakes! You can make them using a mini-tin muffin for small cupcakes or even make them regular sizes for great Elmo! —————————————————
————————————————— 23. Snake Cake I think this cake would be cute, with or without candy on top – you could even just freeze it and pipe it on a striped or cool design. ————————————————— 24. A chocolate cake bowl Just a bowl needed for this wet and delicious made-from-zero chocolate cake! Top it with your favorite glaze and sprinkle and
BAM! Homemade cake for victory! ————————————————— 25. Dum Dum Sucker Cake I love the simplicity of this cake! Here's another tip – go to the bakery and ask for a simple matte cake and then you could add your own cute topper, like these suckers! ————————————————— 26. Monster Eye Cake If you have a monster party (or even a Halloween
party!), this is cake for you! These eyes are made with Oreos (both large and small). I love it! ————————————————— 27. Cake Building Dirt is made from Oreo crumbs! I know so many kids who would love this cake. ————————————————— 28. Chocolate Caramel Toffee Crunch Cake This cake is also referred to as Better Than _________________
Cake - you can fill in the blank with whatever you think this cake is better than.  This is the cake I ask for for my birthday every year! ————————————————— 29. Birthday Cake Pancakes Can make their first birthday meal something to celebrate by serving some birthday pancakes! ————————————————— 30. Jersey Cake If your birthday boy or girl
has a favorite team, make them a jersey cake with their name on it! ————————————————— 31. Lemon Ice Box Cake This cake couldn't be simpler – no cooking or baking required! It's simply Graham crackers with a lemon pudding in between and topped with lemon icing. He's a family favorite! ————————————————— 32. Farm Yard Cake This is
actually a cute cake that Kristen made - it's just a simple cake with animal faces on cupcakes. ————————————————— 33. Fairy Princess Castle Cake If you have a princess or prince living at your house, it is Perfect birthday! It looks complicated, but it's basically 2 square cakes on top of each other, with wafer doors and ice cream towers con.
————————————————— 34. Dinosaur Cake This Is Is The cutest dinosaur cake I've ever seen! ————————————————— 35. Fish Cupcake Cake I love that the body of this colorful fish cake is made from cupcakes! It's so bright and colorful! ————————————————— 36. Robot Cake People are seriously so creative! I love having made a
robot using baked cake in normal cake pans! ————————————————— 37. Sunflower cake I love that this cake uses slices of gummy fruit and chocolate chips to make such a gorgeous flower. Perfect for a summer party. ————————————————— 38. Orange Crush Cupcakes If you have an orange juice lover at your house, they will love these cupcakes!
You can also use dough to bake a 9×13 cake! ————————————————— 39. Likeboat Cake This is probably one of the most creative cakes I've ever seen! This doughnut life-preserving machine is probably my favorite touch. ————————————————— 40. Gumball Cake This would be so cute for a candy-themed party - it's simply a round cake pan and
square cake pan coupled together to make a gumball machine. ————————————————— 41. Number 3 Cake If you have someone turning 3 years into your family, you need this cake! It's amazing. ————————————————— 42. Candy Bar Cake If you have someone in your family who doesn't like cake, this is the option for you - it's a cake made completely
out of candy bars! It also makes a great gift for a friend or even a graduation gift. ————————————————— 43. Bowling Cake Such a creative idea! It'd be fun for a bowling party. ————————————————— 44. Balloon Topper Cake This idea could not be simpler - just freeze a cake with any color you want and then use wooden dowels or sticks with small
balloons attached to them. ————————————————— 45. Flip Flop Cake Anyone with a Summer Birthday Will Love This Cake! Such a fun idea to make them look like flip flops. ————————————————— 46. Ho Ho Cake If you have someone in your family who loves snack cakes, this is cake for them! It's simple to make and taste just like your favorite Ho
Ho Chocolate Snack Cake! ————————————————— 47. Rainbow Cake This cake is not difficult, it will just take a little time. But you will amaze all your guests and make it a special day for your child's birthday (or adult! Ha ha!)! ————————————————— 48. Ice Cream Cone Cupcakes This was one of my favorite treats when I was a little girl – I liked that
cake was cooked right in the ice cream cone! ————————————————— 49. Peaches and cream cake For someone who may not like a matte cake, this peach and cream cake will hit the spot! ————————————————— 50. Sprinkle cake This cake is amazing!!! My kids would go wild over all the sprinkles! Sprinkles!
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